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IMPORTANT!

KEEP
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE.
Read all instructions before assembling and using this product. Failure to follow each
instruction can result in serious injury or death to your baby.

WARNING:

Possible entanglement or strangulation injury. This product
and its straps are not toys. Do not leave child unattended with product or straps at any time.
Keep straps out of child’s reach. Do not attach this product or its straps to a crib or playpen. The
safety harness is only intended for use with this product. Adult assembly required.
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BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT: Review and save the Instruction Manual for future reference. Please call Infantino at
1-800-840-4916 (for US or Canada) with any questions or visit our website www.infantino.com. Made in China.
06182014

This box contains: 1-cart cover 1-safety harness 1-sippy cup strap 1-teether
(Patterns may vary)

WARNING:

Instructions: Highchair

• DO NOT use this seat cover as a child restraint in a motor vehicle. This product will not
properly restrain your child in the event of a crash.
• KEEP AWAY from fire and strong source of heat.
• Always secure the child into the seat cover with the safety harness, and always secure the
seat cover onto the restaurant high chair or shopping cart as directed. Not following these
instructions can result in serious injury.

Use/Care Instruction for Cart Cover:
Clean teether before each use with a damp sponge or cloth. Remove teether, safety harness and sippy cup strap
before washing. Machine wash cold on gentle cycle. Do not use bleach. Drip dry only. Do not iron.

Instructions: Shopping Cart

1. Position the Compact™ over the child
seat area of the highchair. Drape the
cover over the entire seat as shown,
pattern side up. Leg hole areas
will match up to high chair when
positioned correctly.

2. To secure Compact™ to highchair,
feed safety harness around the back
of the highchair and back through
button hole.


baby in seat, secure safety
3. Place
harness around torso and buckle.
Listen for the audible “click” to ensure
buckle has latched securely.

Instructions: Attaching Sippy Cup Strap

1. Position the Compact™ over the child
seat area of the shopping cart. Drape
the cover over the entire seat as
shown, pattern side up.

2. Slide back elastic end over the seat
back of the shopping cart. Leg hole
areas will match up to cart when
positioned correctly.

osition the Compact™ side flaps
3. P
over the sides of the cart.

 ull apart the 2 pieces of hook 2. Feed one portion through loop 3. On opposite end of strap feed 4. 
Place sippy cup in opening
1. P
and loop at longest portion of
on outside of the pocket and
and secure hook and loop
hook and loop through D-ring
tightly around cup or bottle.
the strap.
secure hook and loop back
with rubber portion on inside,
(sippy cup not included)
together.
creating a circle opening.
5. Sippy cup strap can also be
used on highchair and stroller.

Instructions: Folding Compact into a tote
TM

o secure Compact™ to cart, feed safety
4. T
harness around the back of the shopping cart
and back through the button hole. Pull on belt
to be sure Compact™ belt is attached to cart.

 lace baby in seat, secure safety harness
5. P
around torso, and buckle. Listen for the
audible “click” to ensure buckle has latched
securely.

2.

 emove the Compact™ from
1. R
shopping cart or highchair
and hold by back pocket.

2. Reverse and fold the Compact™ up
into the self contained pocket.

3.

 nce the Compact™ is fully in the
3. O
pocket, fold flap over to close.

